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Abstract 

In the past , severa! authors introduced a method 
based on phase and/or code combinations of GPS 
data together with a Kalman fil ter to solve the prob
lem of the cycle slips. In this pape r , the same phi
losophy is used but a comparison of the results ob
tained with Kalman filtering and the wavelet trans
fo rm is performed. The wavelet transform is a 
rather new spectral analysis method which is in
troduc ed in the second pa ragraph. The comparison 
of the two rnethods is accomplished in severa! s teps : 
first. so rne data points are removed and jumps are 
simulated in theorical and real signais to t es t the 
capability of t he wavelet transform to mode! the 
signal i. e. to recover the removed data points and 
to co mpute the value of the jumps . Then . the anal
ysis is pe rfo rmed on real cycle slips. This last s tudy 
shows t hat the wavelet transform and the Kalman 
filt er are very complementary and give both correct 
values fo r the cycle slips. 

1 GPS cycle slip problem and 
Kalman filter 

1.1 Introduction 

The P- Code dual frequency G PS rece iw rs can per
fo rm two types of measurements : 

• Pseudoran~ '=' ( P- Code) meas urements P,( l) 
with: 

?;(/) = r· ~1,( l) 
= pt/) -i- /;(1) + T(t) + c(~s-(1) - tiR( Il) 

where 

- ôs is tilt' ~att> llit e clock f'> rro r 

- li 11 is the recE' i ver cloc k erro r 

- i = 1. ".! refe rs to th e ca rr wr L 1 o r I ., 

t is the ti me of the pseudorange measure
ment 

c is the speed of light 

è!..t; is the code signal time of transit from 
satellite to receiver 

pis the geomet rical distance between the 
pos ition of the satellite at time of emis
sion of the GPS signal and the rece iw r 
a t time t 

- /; is the fr equency dependent path 
lengthening clue to ionosp heri c refr act ion 

- T is the fr equenc y independent path 
lengthening due to tropospheric refr ac
tion 

• ca rrier bea t phase measurement s <l> ;( t) 

<l> ;(t) =r<I> f(t) - c{lr(t) + .\ 

where 

=- ( ~) (p(t)- l;(t) + T(t)) 

+f;(o (t)- o5 (t)) + .V; 

r<I>f ts the phase of the L; carri er re
ce ived from the G PS sate llit e by the G PS 
recel ver 

<l>r is the phase of theL; refe rence s ignal 
generated by the receiver 

- N; is the unknown int e_ger a mbiguit.y in
herent in t he G PS phase obse rvations 

- /; is t he nominal L; carri er fr equency 

This mathemat ical mode! of the G PS obser v
ables is ve ry simple: it is valid under the ass umpt !on 
t haL the rece ive r and satellit e reference freq u em ie~ 

are w nstant with t ime . .-\ cce pt.ing this ass umpti c• n 
does not a rfect the rcsults of this pap~r . .-\ mo r ~ 

co mple te mode! can lw found in Kin~ c'1 a l.( 1 9~ -;- · .. 
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G PS receivers continuously monitor the carrier 
beat phase <I> ;. \\"hen they !ose lock on a satellite, 
a n unknown intege r n~mber of cycles is !os t . This 
event is called a ·cycle slip '. These cycle slips have 
to be recovered in order to compute accura te posi
tions. 

The first step in the cycle slip co rrection cons ists 
in setting up a test quantity which is a combination 
of code a nd/or phase measurements. This combina
tian has to be a slowly time varying function so that 
a jump in this function will indicate the occurrence 
of a cycle slip . 

A first approximation of the cycle slip is com
puted using two phase-code combinations PC; 
(uni ts of cycles) : 

PC;(t) = (<I>;(t) + ( ~) P;(t)) 

-( <I>;(to) + ( ~) P;(to)) 

= 2 ( ~) (I; (t) - 1;(1 0 ) ) 

where 10 is the time of the first measu rement. 

This function describes the evolution of the iono
spheri c refr action etfec t since the first measurement. 
If a cycle slip of .;;, .V; cycles occurs. it will give rise 
to a jump D..X; in the beat phase <I>; but not in 
t he pseudorange P;. As a consequence. this cycle 
slip will res ult in a jump l::.. N; in the phase-code 
co mbina tion PC;. When such a JUmp has been de
tec te d. a first a pproximation of the cycle slip can be 
computed using the fact that L:::.. N; has to be an in

teger numb er . l"nfortunately, the noise leve! of the 
pseudorange measurement obtained with t he best 
P-Code receivers is of the order of one L; cycle for 
ele\·ations above -! .)degrees . Larger values (.5 to 10 
cycles) are obserHd in the case of multipath, Anti
Spoofing, a nd for low elevations. As a conseq uence. 
this method only gi v es a first approximation of the 
JUmp. 

The final co rr ec t ion is obtained by us m g ;1 

L 1 / L:. ro mbinati on PP: 

lt ran be easily ~r-e n that the occ urrence of a cy
cle :;]ip (.::,. JV 1 , .::,. .\":.!) will gi\·e a jump .::,.pP in t he 
L 1/ L:. rom binati<)U: 

l::..PP =~Nt-(;:) D.. N2 (1) 

The precision of the carrier beat phase measure

ments ( <I> 1) is of the or der of a few m illimeters . This 
means that the resolution of this method is much 
better than the previous one. The disadvant age of 
equation (1) lies in the fact that it contains two un
knowns D.N1 , D..N2. Theorically this equation can 
be so lved by using the first approximation given 
by the phase/ code combination. In practice , a dis
turbed ionosphere. a low elevation angle, the multi
path etfect can seriously degrade the usefullness of 
this method . A more complete description can be 
found in (Bastos and Landau , 1988 ; Landau . 1989: 
Lichtenegger a nd Hoffma nn- \·Vellenhof, 1989). 

1.2 Kalman Filtering 

In fact. in arder to be able to detect a JUmp , we 
have to compare a predicted value of PP (o r PC, ) 
with an observed one. Hence we need a mathemat
ical method to mode! the evolution of PP (o r PC, ) 
versus time . 

The above mentioned a uthors make use of the 
following discrete Kalma n filter (details in Gelb. 
19ï4: Bastos a nd Landau , 1988): 
System and measurement models : 

xk ~k-txk-t+Wk-1 
;Ik H k X k + l:: ;.; 

State and error covariance prediction: 

X.,(- ) 
Ek( - ) 

~-~xk-1(+) 

~-1 Pk-t(+l~Ll + Q,_ l 

State and error covariance upda te: 

Xd+l 
Ed+J 
[ ( k 

with: 

X k the s t<tte vecto r 
'É_k the tr ansi ti on mat rix 
IV k the state prediction e rror 
H k the matrix forming the observation eq uations 
Ek t he co variance of the state vector 
Z.k the vr-ctor of o bst' rvations 
.l.k t hE' measuremen t err o r 
1. the id entity matrix 



l\. k the Kalman gain mat rix 
0 the state transition noise matrix 
-=-k ' Ek the covari ance matrix of obse rvations 

The state transition mode! and the state transition 
covariance matrices are taken from Bastos and Lan
dau (1988): 

!:::..t 
1 
0 

~t l !:::..t 
1 

with ::.t , the sampling rate , y, y, jj the considered 
combination (PC; or PP) and its derivatives. 

Phase /Co de combination: 

[ 

10-8 

Q= 0 
0 

0 
10-1 0 

0 

0 
0 

10-12 

\\'e use the elevation dependent measurement noise 
mode! given by Eueler and Goad (199 1) for a Rogue 
Rece iver : 

w he re h is the elevation angle. 
Ph<1.se co mbination: 

Q = [ 
10- ~ 

0 
0 

0 
10-8 

0 

0 
0 

ro- to ][ 
R(cyc/es 2

) = .)10- 4 

cycles
2

] 

cycles- 2 

ln the next sectio n . we will co mpare the results ob
t ained by using this Kalman fil ter and the wi\velet 
t ransform. 

2 Introduction to the wavelet 
transform 

The 1\'ilVclet transform is born 6 years ago when 
sc ientists realized that the fourier transform didn ·t 
a ns wP.r al! the quest ions about the freq uency anal
ysts. 

To detec t th e fr equencies present in a s ignal. 
Fouri er projects this signal on trigonometrie func
t ions 1 sine and cos me) and thei r harmonies . 

\\ïth t.he ~a me goal. the wavelet trélnsform 
projf?rtS the signal on a family of functi ons ( named 
wavPie ts and noted g,,b(t)) iss ued from a basic fun e

r ion t no ted g(l) ) by dilatation (of factor '1 z'- call t'd 

the scale) and translation (of factor 'b'. called the 
time parameter). Formally the relation between 

!lab(t) and g(t) is: gab(t) = g( t~ 6 ) . 

Figure 1 shows how the parameters 'a' a nd 'b' 
act on the basic wavelet . 

When 'a' ra ises the wavelet stretches itself: the 
analysed part of the signal is larger and the wavelet 
essentially searches for the low frequencies . When 
'a' decreases the wavelet contracts itself and a 
smaller part of the signal is considered. In this case 
the wavelet detec ts the high frequencies present in 
the signal. 

The parame ter 'b' shifts the wavelet over al! the 
s ignal ; this corrçsponds to a translation in time. 

The coeffi cients of the wavelet transform 5( a, b) 
of a signal s( t) are gi ven by : 

S( a, b) = j gab(l).s(t)dt (2) 

Generally the wavelet transform is a complex 
function of 'a' and 'b'- Therefore t he information 
about the signal is included in the modulus a nd in 
the phase of the wavelet transform. 

The use of the wavelet transform can be summa
rized as follows : a bas ic wavelet (g(l)) is choosen. it 
is dilated of a factor 'a' and translated of a fa ctor 
'b' (gab(l )) (see figure 1 ). Then using equation (2). 

the signal is proj ec ted on flab(l) giving the res ult 
S(a, b). \\'e make th is operat ion for all the values 
of 'b' ( shifting the wavelet over ali the signal ) and 
for all the values of'a' (searching fo r all the frequen
cies ) to ob tain the wavelet transform of the signal. 

While Fourier only gives the fr equency co mpo
sition of a signal with the assumption that ail the 
component frequencies a re present fr om the origin 
to the end of the 'infinite ' s ignal. the wa\·ele t trans
form gi\·es the time location of each frequency. it 
a llows th e visualisation of transient frequenc ies. the 
analysis of the law of dispe rsion ami the de termina
t ion of t he occ urrence of discontinuities in a signal. 

This new met hod of a nalysis has bet> n applied 
to a widt> ra nge of physical problems: \'uclea r 
\lagnetic Resonance spectroscopy ( \! a n ens. 1089: 
G uillcmain et al. .1%9), syn thesis of audio-sou mis 
1 Guillemain e t al.. 1091 ), ga laxy co unts 1 ')leza t ~t 

;Jl.. 1090). ;;tudy of multifractals 1 .-\rn e·Jdo e t a l. . 
1088) . .:t.stronomy ( Bijaoui et al.. 10PI J .:~ nd many 
more. 
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Figure 1: How 1 a' and 1 b' act on the wavelet 
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fi gure :! : Effcct of time-scale fil ter of the wavelets. ln the first part of fi gure 2, a signal s( t ) is represented. 
The da.,;hed line shows a wavelet for t = b and t = b'. The second part of figure 2 displays the wavelt't 
transform S(a. b) of the sign al s(t) fo r 1 = b ilnd 1 = 1/. 



2.1 Propert ies of the wavelet trans- T he basic idea of t hi s work is based on this be-
form hav iour of the mod ulus near a discon tin uity. In-

For simp licity. the fo llowing proper ties a re given 
wit hout any complicated m athem atical J emonst ra
t ion . T he evol ution from the Fouri er transform to 

deed, when t his kind of behaviour is obsen ·ed in 
the wavelet t ransfo rm of a signal , t he prese nce of a 
d iscontinuity will be ded uced. 

t he wavelet t ra nsform and the mathematical justifi
cations of the wavelet tr ansform can be fou nd by the 3 
readers in Da ubechies (1992 ), C hui (199 1), Combes 
(1988), i'v! eyer (1992), G rossman et a l. (1992) . 

Cycle slip detection using 
the wavelet transform 

2.1.1 Zero m ean of the wavelet 

The wavelet must have zero mean, so tha t t he pro
jection of a signa l d issimila r to t he wavelet is a l
mos t zero (1 S(a. b) 1 ~ 0) and t he projec tion of a 
signal simila r to t he wavelet has a la rge amplitude 

(1 S( a. b) 1>> 0). 
This is an effec t of the time-scale filt er: the 

wavelet (!lu b ( l)) only sees t h at part of the signal 
whi ch it resembles ( Figure 2). 

T he wavelet used to detec t t he cycle slips is bu ilt 
fro m th is idea. The Dopp ler effect prese nt in the 
G PS obse rvations (due to the fact th a t the satel
lite is mov ing wit h respec t to the recei ver) leads to 
a pa ra bolic wal.k of the signa l. We will buil d the 
wavelet so tha t it will "see" t he discontinuities in 
t he G PS signa l bu t not th is second a rder wa lk. 

2.1.2 W a ve le t transform of a signal with a 
dis continuity 

Figure 6 sho ws the shape of the wavelet t ra nsfo rm 
of a signal s( l ) with a discontinuity in t = .50 as 
presen ted in Figure 3. 

s(t) 

0 25 50 
ume 

75 lOO 

fi gure :L Sit; nal wit h a disco nt inuity in t =50 

lt ap pt"a rs that: 
The m od ulus of :hf tcare ld lra n8[o rm 1s riw xzm um 
ru·ar the ri l.sr.on t: :w !l y. c;ro~sman et a l .. ( l !)!)2 ). 

3.1 Construction of the appropriate 
wavelet 

Ow ing to t he fact t ha t the wavelet detects on ly 
par ts of t he signal simila r to itself, a wavelet which 
looks like t he discontinuities encountered in the 
GPS obse rva tions was built (Figure 4). Figure 7 
shows such a discontinui ty in t he phase combin a
t ia n PP. 

1 
i 

Figure -1 : O riginal \Vavelet 

Fi gure;): Fin a l \\'avelet 
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figure 6: :Vlodulus of the wavelet transform IS(a, b)l of a signal s(t) with a discontinuity in .)Q. 

IS( a. b)l grows for a - 0 and as a function of b: IS(a, b)l is maximum near the discontinuity. 
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Figure ï: Cycle slip in the PP Combination 
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1-'igure ,): \lodulus of the Wan•let transform of the signal displayed in figure ï. The occ urrence of a cycle 
~ lip is indicated by r he prese nce of :1 out li ers. 



This original wavelet was adapted in order to elim
inate the artefacts introduced in the wavelet trans
form by the parabolic be haviour of the signal (as 
mentioned before) . Indeed, the GPS carrier beat 
phase has a parabolic behaviour due to the Doppler 
effect. The original Wavelet was built to detect 
jumps versus an horizontal right line. The parabolic 
behaviour of the signal is "seen " by the Wavelet as 
a succession of jumps. The Wavelet to be used will 
detect jumps versus a parabola. The final Wavelet 
( figure 5) has been obtained by deriving the orig
inal wavelet in order to remove the parabolic be
haviour of the GPS signal. This wavelet is real: ali 
the information \viii be contained in the amplitude 
of the transform. 

To detect a discontinuity in the signal. it is suf
ficient to compute the wavelet transform of this sig
nal for one value of the parameter "a" near zero. ln
deed . figure ô shows that the module of the wavelet 
t ransform is maximum near a = 0 when a disconti
n ui ty appears in the signal. 

This wavelet transiorm is reduced to the convo
lution product between the signal and the chosen 
wavelet. 
finally. in this case. the wavelet transform moves 
to the application of a discrete filter to the signal. 

Mathematical formulation: 

Given X = {xi} . i = O ...... V a signal with a 
discontinuity and given the filter F& defined by 
the coefficients of the discrete wavelet y( l) = 
(1.-l.-2 . 2.1 , -1). then 

}' = {yb} , b =O . .... n(n = N + 1- 6) , is the 
wavelet transform of the signal given by : 

Sao =Y&= F[ X 

where T indicates the transpose of the vector. 
Fo = ( 0, .. .. 0. l. - 1 . - 2. 2. 1 , - 1. 0 .. ... 0 ) L ....___, 

bx 

ln other words . 
!/b = I ;. - I &+l -:!.rb+:! + 2.r&+3 + Xh+4- J: &+~ 

b = 1) .... . \' + 1 - •) 

Exam ole: 
. \· = 1 ;) . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. l. 1. 1. 1, 1. 1) T 

:t s i~n a l 1rith a jump at the index i = S. :-: = 1-! 

The W<tvt>let transforrn is: 
}' = 10. 0.0 . -1.0 2.0.-I .O.Ulr (n=!Jl. 

The jump in the signal at the index i is detected 
in 3 points in the response signal Y at the it;~dex 

j = i- :) , j = i- 3 and j = i- 1 (j = :3 , j = .') and 
j = ï ) . 

Only the occ urrence of this sequence of 3 points 
a llows to detect cycle slips out of the noise of the 
signal. 
The values of the coefficients give information about 
the amplitude of the cycle slip. 

Example of a result 

The wavelet transform of the signal shown in Figure 
ï using the wavelet given in Figure 5 is represented 
in Figure 8. 
The presence of three outliers in the wavelet trans
form indicates the occurrence of a cycle slip . 

3.2 Study of simulated jumps on the
oretical and real GPS signais 

'vVe performed our study in three steps. We succes
sively study: 

• the capability of the wavelet transform to 
e\·aluate '!ost· data , 

• the capability of the wavelet transform to 

evaluate jumps in the data , 

• the capability of the wavelet transform to 
t> valuate jumps in the data that occur after 
a gap in the data. 

These tests were performed on tluee kinds of data: 

• simulated data with white noise. 

• real GPS signais in which artificial gaps and 
jumps are introduced . 

• real G PS signais with real cycle slips . 

3.2.1 Simulated data with white noise 

First. t he case of a parabola with white noise w<tS 
considered. 
Sorne data points were removed to test if the 
wavelet t ransform was able to re co ver these '!ost· 
p O l Il IS . 

This ~imulation 1\·a:; accomplished for t.wo reasons: 

• 1f the samplin~ rn.te is . let 's say :lü ~ec . is the 
11· a\·e let transr'orm able to comput e an accu
r:-~t e predict ed \·;due aft er t.iO sec. 00 sec . ... · ~ 
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• when a cycle slip occurs after a gap in the 
data . the reconstruction of the !ost measure
ments is necessary for the evaluation of the 
cycle slip by the wavelet transform. 

lt is important to point out that the aim is not 
to 'build ' data points but to evaluate the error on 
the calculation of a cycle slip occurring after a gap 
in the data. 
In a second step. a jump was introduced in the 
parabola to evaluate the capability of the wavelet 
transform to detect and evaluate the jump. Finally, 
we introduced a jump after the gap in the data. 
The wavelet transform passed these tests success
fully : the accuracy of both recovered values and 
computed jumps was of the orcier of the noise in
troduced in the parabola. 

3.2.2 Simulated gaps and jumps m real 
GPS data 

The same three tests were carried out on Rogue 
data. :\ satellite pass was chosen where no jumps 
and no .gaps were detected. The sample rate was 
:30 seconds. The work was accomplished with the 
phase comb inat ion PP which has to be used to com
pute the final cycle slip correction. 

The results of the first test are presented in Ta
ble 1: we removed one to four data points at three 
different epochs in the satellite pass corresponding 
to different elevation angles and we tried to reb uild 
these removed values. 
The fi. rst and the last epochs choosen (.548010 and 
.)ï0510l correspond to an elevation angle below 10 
degrees. the other d~ta points are above 30 degrees . 
It was important to consider low elevation angles in 
our 1vork to study the limitations of this method as 
the si~nal to noise ratio of the GPS signal is much 
lower for low elevations. Consequently. the mea
surement noise is higher and the number of cycle 
s lips is more important. In addition. the multipath 
effec t is also more frequent in the case of low P.!eva
tion an~les . Table 1 shows that the accuracy of the 
restored 1·alue:; is oï the orcier of the measurement 
noise. The accuracy of the recovered data depends 
of course on the number of '!ost ' data. 
Table :; ~ives the results of the second a nd t.hird 
tests ·.,·here we introd uc ed a jurnp of 1 cycle on L 1 

and 1 ,:.-de on L~( l. 1 ). Before this jump , a gap 
of ze: r0 !ù four data points was si mulated . Again 
the ac curacy oi the computed jump is of the ordcr 
of the measurement noise. The rcsults obtained by 
I..:alm::m fi lt E' ring and the wavdet transform arc of 

the same orcier. Obviously, the computed jumps are 
worse in the case of a low elevation angle. Other 
values th an ( 1.1) for the cycle slip give the sa me 
results . 

Table 1 and Table 2 display results for 4 missing 
data. :; o test has be en made for !ar ger gaps , but 
it is obvious that the more the measurement noise 
is important , the more it will be difficult to recover 
data and evaluate cycle slips after a large gap. 

nb of rem. obs-rebuilt elev. 
rem.data epochs < 100 

5-!8010 -0.0383 "' 
1 554400 -0.0001 

570510 -0.0105 " 
5-!8010 -0.0155 * 
5-!8040 0.0219 * 

2 554400 0.0018 
55-1430 0.0026 
5 70510 -0.0284 * 
570540 -0.0655 * 

1 

548010 -0.0154 * 
548040 0.0222 "' 
.) 480ï0 0.1359 "' 

3 554400 0.0015 
55-!430 0.0018 
55-!460 0.0009 
.5 70510 -0.008ï "' 
570540 -0.0261 "' 

1 .)705ï0 -0.0060 'K 

1 

548010 - 0.0231 

1 

" 
548040 0.0068 "' 
5480ï0 0.1090 " 
.548 100 0.0412 " 

·1 554400 -0.0002 
.)5.J.J30 -0.0015 
.)5 .J.J60 -0.0049 
S5H90 -0.0041 

1 .570510 -0.0 119 "' 

1 

570540 -0.0327 "' 
S705ï0 -0.01 ï5 "' 
.)70600 -0.024ï "' 

Table 1: Reconstruction of removed observations 
using the modulus of the wavelet transform. Col
umn 1 gives the number of removed data points. 
Column 2. the epochs (in GPS time) of remm·ed 
observations and Column 3. the differences between 
the observed and the reconstructed values in cycles. 
:\ * appears in Column 4 when the removed data 
correspond to an elevation lower than 10 degrees. 

.-



c .s. c .s. c .s. number WT KF 
~po ch LI L2 missi ng diffe rence difference 
j48010 1 1 tl 0 .044 - 0. 003 

el = 9 . :?~ 1 0 .065 1 0 .055 
~ 0 119 1 - 0 . 136 
:J 0 . 18 1 0 .283 
4 0.2ï1 1 - 1) 392 

551010 1 1 0 - 0 .016 0.0 05 
el = 29 . 1" 1 - 0 .02ï 0 .012 

:! 0 .024 0.035 
3 - 0 .040 0 .0 61 
4 -0 .080 0 .005 

554400 1 1 0 -0 .002 - 0 .00 1 
e l = 51. ï " 1 - 0 .00 1 -0 .00 1 

2 -0 .002 - 0 .004 
:J 0.006 0 .01 Î 
4 -0 .004 -0 .016 

562020 1 1 0 - 0.009 - 0 .005 
el = 6ï.O" 1 0.005 0. 003 

2 0 .008 0. 020 
:J 0 .004 0 .015 
4 - 0 .002 1 - 0. 013 

5 ï051 0 1 1 0 0 .012 1 0 .019 
el = 9. 4" 1 .).0 19 1 0 .046 

2 0 .006 1 - 0 .03ï 
:.l 0 .032 1 0 .015 
4 0. 086 0 .092 

Tab le 2: Evalu a t ion of kno wn jumps. Column 1 gives t he epoch (in GPS seconds) at which a cycle 
sl ip has been added a nd the elevat ion (e l) of the sate ll ite at th is epoch: Column 2 and Column 3 give 
(i n cycles) the jumps added res pect ively on Ll and L2; Colu mn 4 ind icates t he n umbe r of miss ing data 
po in ts befo re the j ump ; Column 5 g ives ( in cycles) t he d ifference betwee n t he jump added a nd t he jum p 
detec ted by t he wavelet t ransfo rm on t he P P comb i11 ation: Column 6 gives (in cycles) t he resul ts of t he 
sa me test fo r the Ka lma n fil te r . 

FILE S. V .# epoch of '!lev gap Wavelet Transt'o r m 
1 

Kal m a n tilter il ·1ata cycle slip PC1 PC:! 1 pp PC1 PC:! pp 

1471.1 21 380310 gù ~ 0 6 - 17 1 0 .009 1 2 0 - 0 .315 1 

1471 .:? 2 ·113790 12v 60 - 1 -2 1 [) 0 7. 1 -4 - 1 - ù 055 . 
1 

1481 2 1 lï 446880 12° (10 1 13 0 1 -O .Oï6 1 1 -3 - 0 . 126 Il 
1491.1 

1 

19 53703 0 13u 60 

1 

- 3 2 

1 

- 0 .036 0 0 -0 .036 

Il 
26 530760 10° 90 -7 15 0 .065 - 3 - 2 -0 .248 
31 537510 sa ~ 0 -7 0 0 .025 0 0 0 .096 

1491.2 13 52263 0 24° 120 1 1 - 0 .041 1 0 -0 .039 

1 14 522720 19° 2 10 3 - 1 0 .073 - 3 - 1 0 .048 
19 522660 37° 150 2 2 - 0 .044 1 0 0 .065 

!1 
~:? 522660 10° 60 0 0 - 0 .036 3 l - 0 .021 
24 '>22660 45° 150 0 -1 -0 .012 -3 -2 0 .062 
29 .';22660 39° 150 0 0 0 .014 0 0 -0 006 il 

Tab le :3 : Comparison of calcul ated resid ua ls and ' real ' res iduals. [n the ti rst part o f Tab le :3. Col umn 1 

givcs the name of t he data file. Colu m n 2. t he sate lli te numbe r. Column 3. t he epoch of the cycle sl ip ( in 
c_;ps seco nds). Co lu m n -+.t he sate lli te elevil. ti on . a nd Co lumn .}. the du rat ion ( in seco nds) of the gap in 
t he Jata. T he ~econd part of t his Tab le disp lay,; the rPsu lts obta ined by the wavelet transfo rm tin cycles! . 
I t giws the differe nce het ween t he ., real" resid ual comp ll ted wi th t he value of t he cycle slip fou nd by t he 
doub le diffe r~nce ,;oftware a nd the res idual comp uted by the wavelet t ransfo rm ( l ) fo r the si~na l PC1 

(Colurnn 1) . (:.!l fr; r t he signal PC2 (Colurnn :.!). and (:3) the PP co m bina tion (Column :)) . The thire! 
par t oit he Tablè ro n ta ins t he sa me in fo rmation as pa rt :2 conce rn in:?; the res ul ts o f t he l( ;dma n ti l t t'r ti n 
cyc les'!. 
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3.3 Real cycle slips in GPS data 

ln 1993, t he Royal Observatory of Belgium' (ROB) 
has purchased four Turbo Rogue GPS receivers in 

orcier to participate in the IGS network and as sup
port to deploy the national G PS geodetic network. 
This new receiver type is characterized by a very 
law measurement noise. 

The results of the previous paragraph demon
strate clearly th at the quality of the signal will play 
a very important role in the cycle slip correction. 
In may 1993, two of these four receivers were con
tinuously operating during three days on a 83 me
ters baseline in the park of the Observatory. The 
sampling interval was 30 seconds and the elevation 
mask 4 degrees. 
First the cycle slips 'having no interes t ' were eli m
inated . For example, if a satellite pass begins with 
three data points followed by a gap of 2 minutes a nd 
finally uninterrupted measurements during severa! 
hours. the first three measurements are eliminated . 
Then a cycle slip repairing was attempted on the six 
data files using the wavelet transform. the Ka lma n 
filter and double differences computed by the se lf
written ROB-GPS software. Table 3 compares the 
differences between the first res iduals (Obse rved -
Predicted) on ?Cl. PC2 and PP computed by the 
wavelet transform and the Kalman filter and the 
'co rrec t ' residuals computed with the value of the 
cycle slip found using the double differences . From 
a general point of vue. the Kalman filter gives bet
ter results in the ?Ci modelisation: a Kalman filter 
with good a-priori values is ·weil suited to describe 

a noisy signal. 

On the other hand. the wavelet transform ob
tains better PP residuals. The two methods are 
t hus very complementary. 

lution was tri ed: the Kalman filt er was applied on 
the data in the two directions (from the beginning 
to the end of file and from the end to the beginning) 
gi ving two res id uals (one in each direction) for ev

ery test quantity (PC1 , PC2 , PP). The mean PC 
residual was computed when encountering a cycl e 
slip. This supplementary step was not sufficient to 
guarantee a correct computation of the PP resid
ual. Then an attempt was made to madel the error 
in the PP value predicted by Kalman filt ering in 
the two directions giving two more residuals . 
The mean of these four PP residuals gave a value 
precise enough to obtain an unambiguous value for 
the cycle slip. 

In the case of the wavelet transform method . 
the problem is solved as follows: the first cycle slip 
evaluation is used to correct the signais PC1 , PC2 
and PP giving the corrected signais ?Cl , PC~ and 
P P 1

. The wavelet transform is then recomputed on 
the ionospheric free combination PP 1

. 

A new residual on P ? 1 is found and is due to the 
error on the first evaluation of the cycle slips on 
PC1 and PC2 . The first differences around the cy
cle slip in the corrected signais PCf and PC~ are 
used to find the complementary correction to apply 
on PC/ and PCi. This complementary correction 
has to correspond with the new residual found on 
ppl 
As a last verification. the wavelet transform is re
computed on the three signais : PC?. PCi and 
P P 2 . If there remains a jump, a new it eration is 
necessa ry. 

\\"hen these supplementary steps 1\·e re accom

pished. both methods gave the correct cycle 5lip 
value. 

These comments are less true for the file 1-191.2 but 4 Discussion and Conclusions 
in this case, the cycle slips occur above 19° of ele
vation when the pseudorange noise is much lower. 
To be su re to obtain a unique so lution for the cycle 
slip, the accuracy of the PC residual has to be in
duded in a (-:3. 3) cycles interval around the co rrec t 
cycle slip. In this case. the predicted PP residu al 
has to be in a [ - ·~ .1-1. 0 .1 ·!] interval a round the co r
rec t PP res iJual prov ided that a 1.1 or -l.-1 cycle 
slip gi\·es a -0.28 or 0.28 jump in PP 
Table :3 shows that none of the two methods ran 
rcalize these co nditio ns in a hundred percent of the 
cases. This result •' xplains why furth er de\·e lopmem 
w;ts necessary. 

ln the case of the Kalman filter t.he following so-

The a im of this paper was to demonstrate that the 
wavelet transform can be used to remon' cycle slips 
in GPS measurements. 
We showed th at the method can ev al ua te mi5s
ing data and correct simulated cycle 5iips even if 
they occur after a gap in the data. The accuracie5 
achieved by the 1\.a\·elet transform and the 1\alman 
filter ;u e of the same a rder. 

The ad van tage of the wawlet transform method 
li es in the fact that the filt er is easy to implement. 
lt is very precise in the time location 0f a cycl e 
;; lip and a resp onse o n ;3 poims rnakes the detection 
reliable. 



The disadvantages of this method are 1) that the 
fi lter is a non-adaptative, one. 2) a signal with a lot 
of noise can be seen as successive jumps. 

The use of a Kalman tilter requires a set of ini
tial conditions: state vector , covariance matrix of 
the observations, state-transition noise matrix. The 
Kalman filter is very sensitive to these a priori val
ues. Ideally, they should be adapted to the differ
ent situations that can be encountered: these values 
vary in function of the receiver type , the site (mul
tipath), the ionospheric conditions, ... 
However, a sui table choice of these initial conditions 
will give a powerful tool to study a signal deterio
rated by noise. 

The wavelet transform does not need any a pri
ori ·value, is very simple to implement but does not 
give as good resu lts as the Kalman filter on noisy 
signais (i.e. the PC; combination) but better re
sults on the PP combination. 

As presented in the previous section. The use 
of supplementary developments after obtaining the 
fi rst residuals is necessary to find the exact cycle 
slip with each of the two methods. 

As a consequence , the two mathematically inde
pendent methods seem to be very complementary 
and should be used together to give mutual confir
mation of the computed cycle slips. 
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